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In Trace Numbers, your child will practice holding a pencil or crayon correctly and tracing over each

number 0 to 25. Your child will develop the fine motor control needed for kindergarten while also

learning numbers!
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Got my daughters books in today. Very excited to get her to learn her numbers before pre-k. Books

were packaged well no damage. Once i looked inside books i can see where people get

disappointed. Theres only one line for each number for them to trace. I told myself she'd be done

with book before she actually learned anything. I came up with the alternative of cutting pages and

putting in plastic sleeves in a binder so we can simply wipe away and keep on practicing. If you

don't want to waste no money you can always print out these type of worksheets online for free but i

decided to use these with the color and drawings. Overall im content but do wish they had more

work in them.

I have to say that I am rather disappointed in this. The book is basically like having giant flash cards.

I do like that the picture are clear and very colorful. However, the book does not provide much

practice for the child. There are 4 things per page to trace and that is it



VERY short book and the numbers are all very large. We used in conjunction to several other

number practice books. Would not be good enough on its own. There are several other books that

would serve your child better. The kumon series being one of them.

Teaches the basic of numbers and I recommend for age 4. The practice is scaffolded, so it slowly

gets harder as you progress through the book. My 4YO liked working on it for 15 minutes at a time.

You do have to read the directions on each page to your child...what to do isn't always obvious.

Very pleased with items! My pre-K grand-daughter seems to enjoy this & is learning too :)

"Hey kid, here's a 3. Now write it 40 times in a row." That's basically the approach in this workbook. I

couldn't keep my 4-5yo interested in it. I can't believe I'm saying this, but I've seen lots more

interesting and engaging activities that teach the same skills in Disney activity books, with the

characters and stickers and different challenges. I can't really recommend this.

My daughter loves these activity books. As a parent it allows me to easily schedule leaning sessions

at home. Her teachers have noticed a difference in her ability to read and write

Everyone's saying there's not enough content in this booklet, but I did not buy this expecting

anything but the number tracing. I got this to go along with the curriculum we have to be extra

practice for my 4yr old.
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